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OSHA in 2021/2022

• The new Secretary and Solicitor of Labor

• Who will lead OSHA?

• What may be in store for employers in 2022?

• COVID-19:  How did we get here and where are we going?

• What employers should do to prepare for 2022



New Secretary and Solicitor of Labor



Secretary of Labor

Martin Walsh

Mayor of Boston



Solicitor of Labor

Seema Nanda



New Assistant Secretary for 
Occupational Safety and Health



Assistant Secretary of Labor – OSHA

Doug Parker



What’s in Store:
The Return of Public Shaming?



“Shaming” Press Releases

• “…continues to unnecessarily put its workers 
in harm’s way”

• “Something is seriously wrong when an 
employer repeatedly disregards safety…”

• “OSHA will not tolerate a company’s repeated 
negligence…”



September 24, 2020, DOL Internal Directive

• Only appropriate to issue press release:
• After a court or other tribunal has 

rendered judgment or issued a decision;

• After a conviction or plea agreement has 
been obtained;

• After an agency has entered a settlement 
or conciliation agreement with the named 
party regarding remedies or the payment 
of a penalty; and

• After the time for contesting a finding 
(such as a citation) has elapsed and the 
party hasn’t contested or requested to 
negotiate



What’s in Store:  
The Battle Over Electronic Reporting



2016 Final Rule

• 250+: Submit all 300, 301, and 300A logs

• 20-249 in certain NAICS codes: Submit 300A only



January 2019 Amendment

• 250+: Submit 300A only

• 20-249 in certain NAICS codes: Submit 300A only



The Lawsuit



2021 Regulatory Agenda

• Proposed Rule – “Improve Tracking of Workplace 
Injuries and Illnesses”

• Old proposal renewed?

• Name a give-away?



What’s in Store:  
The Return of Rulemaking



Priority 1



Other Priorities – Infectious Disease



Other Priorities - Heat
News Release from OSHA 

Having trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web page. 

 

News Release 
 

U.S. Department of Labor  |  September 20, 2021 

US Department of Labor announces enhanced, expanded measures to 

protect workers from hazards of extreme heat, indoors and out 

Part of an interagency Biden-Harris administration effort to protect workers, communities 

WASHINGTON – To combat the hazards associated with extreme heat exposure – both indoors and 

outdoors – the White House today announced enhanced and expanded efforts the U.S. Department of 

Labor is taking to address heat-related illnesses. 

As part of the Biden-Harris administration’s interagency effort and commitment to workplace safety, 

climate resilience, and environmental justice, the department’s  Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration is initiating enhanced measures to protect workers better in hot environments and reduce 

the dangers of exposure to ambient heat. 

While heat illness is largely preventable, and commonly under-reported, thousands of workers are 

sickened each year by workplace heat exposure. Despite widespread under-reporting, 43 workers died 

from heat illness in 2019, and at least 2,410 others suffered serious injuries and illnesses. Increasing heat 

precipitated by climate change can cause lost productivity and work hours resulting in large wage losses 

for workers. The Atlantic Council’s Adrienne Arsht-Rockefeller Foundation Resilience Center estimates 

the economic loss from heat to be at least $100 billion annually – a number that could double by 2030 and 

quintuple by 2050 under a higher emissions scenario. 

To emphasize its concern and take necessary action, OSHA is implementing an enforcement initiative on 

heat-related hazards, developing a National Emphasis Program on heat inspections, and launching a 

rulemaking process to develop a workplace heat standard. In addition, the agency is forming a National 

Advisory Committee on Occupational Safety and Health Heat Injury and Illness Prevention Work Group 

to provide better understanding of challenges and to identify and share best practices to protect workers. 

“Throughout the nation, millions of workers face serious hazards from high temperatures both outdoors 

and indoors. Amid changing climate, the growing frequency and intensity of extreme heat events is 

increasing the dangers workers face, especially for workers of color who disproportionately work in 

essential jobs in tough conditions,” said U.S. Department of Labor Secretary Marty Walsh. “As Secretary 

of Labor, my priority is to make sure we are taking appropriate action to keep workers healthy and safe on 

the job.” 



Other Possible Priorities
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Prevention
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Other (Possible) Priorities

• Lockout/Tagout and Hazard Communication Updates

• Tree Care

• Silica (revise medical surveillance/removal provisions)

• Powered Industrial Trucks (design)

• Lead (blood level for medical removal)



COVID-19:  How Did We Get Here 
and Where Are We Going?



January 20, 2021 Executive Order



April 26, 2021: ETS Submitted to OIRA (Late)



May 13, 2021: The Game Changer



June 10 – OSHA’s First ETS – Healthcare 

ETS Regulatory Text (44 pages) ETS Preamble (916 pages)

Updated OSHA Guidance (~11 pages)



June 10 – OSHA’s First ETS – Healthcare

• Exposure Assessment Plans

• Infection Control Plans

• Mandatory No-exception Protocols

• Employee Notification

• Employee Testing

• Mandatory Training

• Mini Respiratory Protection Program

• Recordkeeping



June 10 – OSHA’s Updated Guidance – All Other 
Industries



August 13 – OSHA’s Revised Guidance – All 
Other Industries  

• OSHA revised its COVID-19 guidance on August 13, 2021
• Prior to the revisions, CDC stated that fully-vaccinated employees need not 

wear masks or socially distance



August 13 – OSHA’s Revised Guidance – All 
Other Industries 

• OSHA revised its COVID-19 guidance on August 13, 2021
• Then …

• Delta variant showed up

• CDC reversed course and recommended masking/social distancing in all 
“public indoor spaces”

• OSHA followed suit 



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency Temporary 
Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• November 4 - published

• Covered all employers of 100 or more employees not covered by CMS 
or government contractor vaccination rule 

• Employees exempted
• Remote workers

• Outdoor workers

• Employees with disabilities or religious objection

• Required
• Full vaccination or

• Weekly testing



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency 
Temporary Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• Paid time off for vaccination

• Time for testing
• Reasonable

• Payable?

• Paid time off for testing reaction

• Paid time off for COVID-19 infection (work-related or not)

• Masking by all employees not fully vaccinated
• Indoors

• In vehicles with others

• Provision of information to employees



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency 
Temporary Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• Recordkeeping/reporting

• Roster of vaccinated employees

• Record of weekly vaccinations

• Report all work-related fatalities (no 30-day limit)

• Report all work-related hospitalizations (no 24-hour limitation)

• Provision of information to employees

• January 10 (non-testing) and February 9 (testing) - due dates



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency 
Temporary Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• First challenge filed in Fifth Circuit

• November 6 – court of appeal stays enforcement

• November 12 – court continues stay

• All challenges consolidated, referred to MDL panel

• November 16 – Sixth Circuit chosen to hear/decide cases

• November 23 - motion for assignment to en banc v. usual, three-judge 
panel

• December 16 – court declines to hear case en banc

• December 17 - panel lifts stay



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency 
Temporary Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• December 18 – NFIB files application for emergency relief with U.S. Supreme 
Court

• December 23 – Court orders briefing

• January 7 – arguments 
• Court sets briefing schedule
• Court schedules arguments for January 7

• January 10 - no decision 

• January 13 - decision
• 6-3 (3-3-3)
• Six – ETS should be stayed pending review
• Three – ETS should be stricken
• Three – OSHA was within its powers to address “grave danger” in workplaces by 

necessary ETS



November 4 – OSHA’s Second Emergency 
Temporary Standard –Vaccination and Testing

• January 25 – OSHA announces it is withdrawing ETS on January 26

• Only for ETS purposes; not for regular rulemaking purposes

• Motivation?



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• OSHA is treating ETS2 as notice of proposed rulemaking
• 121,000 comments received as of January 19

• Reopen record?

• OSHA has said it will publish a new COVID-19 standard in 2022 

• What will it look like?
• NOT exactly like ETS just withdrawn

• Same but narrower?

• Targeting “high risk” workplaces?



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• 2021 Guidance
• CDC guidelines

• “Best practices”?

• Non-healthcare

• National Emphasis Program
• Targets high-risk workplaces

• Healthcare

• Non-healthcare

• Relatively limited

• Hold-overs from canceled healthcare ETS
• Recordkeeping

• Mini Respiratory Protection Program



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• Standards/rules applicable
• Housekeeping

• Sanitization

• Respiratory Protection

• Hazard Communication

• Bloodborne Pathogens

• Recordkeeping

• Reporting



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• 800-Pound Gorilla: The General Duty Clause



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• “Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employment 
and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards 
that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm 
to his employees”

• Examples: heat stress, workplace violence, work zone safety (internal 
traffic control plans)
• A COVID-19 global pandemic?

• What about specific workplaces or types of workplaces?



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• Heavy burden of proof on OSHA under General Duty Clause
• Recognized hazard

• Actual employee exposure

• Feasible means of abatement not implemented

• Recognized hazard as of time of inspection/exposure



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• Dilemmas

• Follow through on vaccination/testing programs

• Reverse vaccination/testing policies

• No preemption of state/local laws

• Disability and religious accommodation (still)

• Determinations of work-relatedness (still)



Where Does that Leave Us?   

• Dilemmas
• Follow through on vaccination/testing programs

• Reverse vaccination/testing policies

• No preemption of state/local laws

• Determinations of work-relatedness (still)

• Recognized hazard as of time of inspection/exposure



Trends for Near Future

• Continued loss of agency personnel – aging    resources stretched thin

• OSHA offices (most) still closed to conferences

• Decreasing focus by OSHA field on COVID-19

• Increased on-site inspections (varies area to area)

• Attempt by OSHA to return to “normal”
• Continued focus by OSHA on fatalities, amputations, hospitalizations (eye 

losses)

• Targeting/Emphasis Program (SST-18)

• Schedule (construction)
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Recommendations

• Monitor latest guidance (OSHA and CDC) and review OSH 
policies/procedures

• Prepare!
• Familiarize self with OSHA guidances/CDC guidelines

• Understand OSHA’s inspection emphases

• Document

• Don’t forget the fundamentals!
• Back to basics

• Pay attention to low-hanging fruit

• Consider Top 10
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FY21 Top Ten Most Frequently Cited Violations -
Manufacturing

1. Fall Protection – General 
Requirements (1926.501): 5,295

2. Respiratory Protection (1910.134): 
2,527

3. Ladders (1926.1053): 2,026

4. Scaffolding (1926.451): 1,948

5. Hazard Communication 
(1910.1200): 1,947

6. Lockout/Tagout (1910.147): 1,698

7.Fall Protection – Training 
Requirements (1926.503): 1,666

8.Personal Protective and Lifesaving 
Equipment – Eye and Face Protection 
(1926.102): 1,452

9.Powered Industrial Trucks (1910.178): 
1,420

10.Machine Guarding (1910.212): 1,113
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Thank you!
Eric E. Hobbs

1243 N. 10th St., Suite 200

Milwaukee, WI 53205

Phone: 414-239-6414 

eric.hobbs@ogletree.com 


